Schematic Storyboarding for Video Visualization and Editing
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Figure 1 Left: Four still frames of a shot from the 1963 film, Charade. Top: Schematic storyboard for the same shot, composed using the four frames at left. The
subject appears in multiple locations, and the 3D arrow indicates a large motion toward the camera. The arrow was placed and rendered without recovering the 3D
location of the subject. Bottom: Hand-drawn storyboard for the same shot, composed using Adobe Photoshop and Corel Painter by a professional storyboard artist.
(Credit: Peter Rubin.)

Abstract

1

We present a method for visualizing short video clips in a single static image, using the visual language of storyboards. These
schematic storyboards are composed from multiple input frames
and annotated using outlines, arrows, and text describing the motion in the scene. The principal advantage of this storyboard representation over standard representations of video – generally either
a static thumbnail image or a playback of the video clip in its entirety – is that it requires only a moment to observe and comprehend but at the same time retains much of the detail of the source
video. Our system renders a schematic storyboard layout based on
a small amount of user interaction. We also demonstrate an interaction technique to scrub through time using the natural spatial dimensions of the storyboard. Potential applications include video
editing, surveillance summarization, assembly instructions, composition of graphic novels, and illustration of camera technique for
film studies.

Video editing is a time-consuming process, due in part to the sheer
volume of video material that must be repeatedly viewed and recalled. Video editing software offers only token mnemonic assistance, representing each video segment with only a single frame
thumbnail, typically defaulting to the segment’s first frame. But this
frame is often unrepresentative of the video content, and does not
illustrate other important aspects of the video, such as camera and
subject motion.
Indeed, this is not a new problem: since the beginning of motion
pictures, it has been necessary for filmmakers to communicate with
each other and their crew members about moving compositions,
and they have invented a special type of diagram – the storyboard –
for this purpose. Although the dictionary definition of a storyboard
is just a sequence of still frames representing a moving sequence,
storyboard artists have developed a distinct visual vocabulary to
concisely summarize and annotate moving compositions. Filmmakers may use the term, “storyboard,” to refer to either type of illustration, so we employ the term, schematic storyboard, specifically
to describe the annotated storyboard.
Schematic storyboards are static – like a filmstrip – but organized
and annotated to convey continuity and directionality – like an animation. A key advantage of schematic storyboards is that a significant time interval of the video content can be expressed all at
once. In contrast, the simple act of observing an animated display
takes a certain length of time: A ten-minute shot generally takes
ten minutes of a user’s time to observe in its entirety. Of course,
one can always fast-forward through a video (in effect scaling the
data along the temporal axis), but as playback speed increases, it
becomes more difficult to observe details of the motion.
In addition, schematic storyboards are particularly well-suited for
applications such as video editing, in which many clips must be ob-
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served and mentally processed in parallel. An animated display is
awkward to use in such applications, since the human visual system can be quickly overwhelmed by even small numbers of video
streams playing simultaneously: A rapid motion in one video may
distract the observer’s attention from small but important motions
in another video playing simultaneously.
Finally, we employ schematic storyboards in a novel interface for
scrubbing, or controlling the playback of the video. In most video
viewing tools, a user clicks and drags on a horizontal slider to scrub
forward and backward in time. But the left-to-right motion of the
slider is unrelated to the motion of the camera or subject, which
may move vertically, along a complex curve, or in the opposite direction: right-to-left. We propose the use of a storyboard as a temporal interface, such that clicking and dragging on different elements
of the storyboard scrubs through time in a manner that creates the
impression of directly manipulating the camera or subject.
In this work, we restrict ourselves to the problem of visualizing
footage already segmented into shots, where a shot is a sequence of
frames captured over a continuous interval of time. We have developed a system to assist the user in creating a schematic storyboard
that summarizes an entire shot in a still image, using a visual representation that can communicate high-level aspects of motion of
camera and subject, without requiring a moving display. As a still
image, it can be printed out on a piece of paper or a booklet for
reference on a soundstage or on location. It can also be used as an
interface for navigating the temporal axis of the original footage in
an intuitive fashion.
The problem of automatically producing storyboards from video
is a difficult and wide-ranging challenge, spanning aspects of
computer vision, artificial intelligence, visualization, and humancomputer interfaces. This work addresses only a small part of that
broad spectrum, interleaving some user interaction for frame selection and tracking with automated layout, annotation, and compositing. Because of this user interaction, we emphasize applications
such as stock footage search, in which video clips may be re-used
in multiple settings over long periods of time, thus amortizing the
cost of the user interaction over many uses.
Our contributions include introducing a formal summary of the visual language of storyboards as a tool for visualization, and incorporating many of these principles as part of a semi-automated
layout and rendering system. Although there are many books on
storyboards, we believe that the summary in this paper is the first
concise “rule book” for the use of storyboard annotations. We also
introduce an interactive interface for moving along the time axis of
a video using the natural spatial axes of a storyboard.
In Section 2 we discuss some previous work in related areas. Section 3 summarizes some of the more common notations of storyboards, and Section 4 describes the translation of these notations
into an automated system, which is elaborated in Section 5. Results
and applications are given in Sections 6 and 7. Section 8 concludes
with applications, limitations, and future work.

2

Related work

Artists and scientists employ a variety of methods to illustrate motion in static images. Cutting [2002] catalogued five distinct solutions historically employed by artists: dynamic balance, multiple
stroboscopic images, affine shear/forward lean, photographic blur,
and image and action lines. Ward [1979] discussed the role of body
pose in the depiction of motion. Cartoonists employ these and other
tools for depicting motion, including “speedlines,” adjusting the
shape and size of panels, and bleeding panels off the page [McCloud 1993]. Masuch et al. [1999] have applied speedlines to computer animation, and Kawagishi et al. [2003] incorporate additional
techniques such as geometric deformation. Kim and Essa [2005]

use these and other techniques to create a non-photorealistic expression of motion in a video.
We have chosen the art and techniques of production storyboards as
an ideal iconography for video visualization purposes. Storyboards
have been used since the dawn of filmmaking [Hart 1999] to articulate and communicate concepts of image composition and scene
blocking. Ours is not the first work to explicitly adopt this visual language – Nienhaus and Döllner [2003] previously adopted
storyboard-style 3D arrows to depict dynamics in 3D scenes – but
our work is the first to apply storyboard techniques to video visualization.
Salient Stills [Teodosio and Bender 1993] represents one of the
first works to attempt video summarization in a single image. In
particular, Massey and Bender [1996] noted the applicability of
Salient Stills for conveying camera and subject motion. More recently, Freeman and Zhang [2003] used stereo imaging to merge
multiple frames of video into a single image as if they occupied
the same space simultaneously. Agarwala et al. [2004] seamlessly
merged multiple images using a variety of user-specified criteria,
and demonstrated the application of their system to several types of
time-varying scenes. A related approach was proposed by Wexler
and Simakov [2005]. Assa et al. [2005] considered the problem
of pose or keyframe selection for composing a storyboard-like extended frame. Like our work, all these systems combine multiple
moments in time into a single still image, but from a single viewpoint and without the schematic annotations of our system.
Although it is not the focus of our work, our problem is related to
that of video abstraction or summarization, which attempts to create
a compact abstract (either still or animated) of a large collection of
video. The literature on this topic is large, but Li et al. [2001] surveyed the field. Irani and Anandan [1998] created a system for summarizing and indexing surveillance video that shares some common
goals with our work. The PanoramaExcerpts system [Taniguchi
et al. 1997] summarizes large collections of video using both single frames and panoramic mosaics. Jojic et al. [2003] have demonstrated a user interface for video by decomposition into layers. Our
work attempts to extend the expressiveness of these types of static
summaries using storyboard annotations.
We assume that our video material has already been segmented
into individual shots. This segmentation can be done manually, but
many automatic methods have also been developed [Nicolas et al.
2004; Heng and Ngan 2001; Cheong and Huo 2001; Lee et al.
2001].

3

The visual language of storyboards

We propose visualization of video in a single static storyboard diagram. This schematic storyboard is designed to communicate highlevel motion of the observer and observed objects, abstracting away
details that may be less important for understanding motion. At the
same time, the storyboard should relate in an intuitive way to the
original video. We use the term, schematic storyboard, to describe
storyboards that combine both pictorial and diagrammatic elements
such as arrows and frame outlines.
We also received assistance from Peter Rubin, a visual effects art
director and former professional storyboard artist, who created the
hand-drawn storyboards in this paper and refined our understanding
and implementation of storyboard notation.
We attempt to formalize some of the specific techniques used by
storyboard artists in the remainder of this section. Our summary
spans a broad range of storyboard conventions. In Section 5 we
will narrow our scope, applying a few key idioms to generate storyboards from video with a small amount of user input.
In the discussion that follows, we refer to the primary object of
interest as the “subject” of a shot. The subject is often – but not

always – in the foreground, and may be moving relative to the static
environment.
Key frames. Storyboards typically depict several “key” moments
in the time span of a shot. The depicted moments in time represent
some or all of the following qualities:
• extrema of motion;
• “representative” poses of a subject, which are in some sense similar to a large range of the observed poses;
• clarity of expression or pose; and
• dynamic balance, suggesting the motion in progress.
Also, different objects or individuals in the scene may be depicted
at different moments in time in order to more fully optimize these
criteria.
Extended frame. An extended frame is an arrangement of multiple frames on a screen or page. The frames are arranged so that the
background appears continuous. Typically, standard planar projections are used, but different regions of the extended frame may have
different perspective projections. Changes in perspective are typically hidden in featureless regions or at architectural boundaries.
Figure 1 features one such extended frame composition.
In contrast to multiperspective panoramas [Wood et al. 1997], a
storyboard is intended to be viewed in its entirety at a single orientation. Therefore, even if the best alignment between multiple frames
includes a rotation, all frames in an extended frame are placed on
the page or screen without rotation. (One rare exception is when the
camera undergoes a large and rapid change of roll angle over the duration of a shot.) See Figure 4 for a comparison of alignments with
and without rotations.
Note that arranging many frames in a single extended frame may
sacrifice clarity and legibility. Therefore, storyboard artists use extended frame sparingly, typically only when the camera and/or subject are moving smoothly and the image composition changes from
the beginning to the end of the shot. However, extended frame compositions are split into smaller segments or even individual frames if
the resulting composition would sacrifice clarity. Such a confusing
composition may result from:

Figure 2 Arrows. A variety of arrow styles used by storyboard artists. Credit:
Peter Rubin.

• poor alignment between frames;
• large scale changes between frames due to changes in focal
length or motion of the camera; or
• motion of the camera or subject that “backtracks,” so that distant
moments in time would obscure each other.

• Arrows are piecewise smooth, emphasizing broad motion rather
than small details.
• Arrows never obscure important objects in the scene.
• For subjects rotating about their direction of translation
(“rolling”) – e.g., a banking aircraft – the arrow twist varies over
its length, and maintains alignment with the horizontal or vertical
plane of the subject.
• For subjects that do not roll – e.g., a person or animal – the arrow
twist may either be aligned to the subject’s horizontal or vertical
plane, or aligned so as to maximize the thickness of the arrow as
seen from the camera.
• The arrow’s width in the image is approximately proportional to
the subject’s size in the image. A change in perspective may be
exaggerated to emphasize the motion.
• Arrows are omitted if the motion is short or self-evident.
• When multiple subjects move in the same general path, a single
arrow may be used to represent their aggregate motion.
• If the subject referred to by an arrow is ambiguous, the arrow
may include a textual label. (This is often the case for arrows
indicating camera motion, since the camera itself is not visible.)
• Arrows indicating camera motion typically cross or meet the
frame boundary.

In addition, storyboard artists may break an extended frame into
several segments in order to avoid wasted space on the page. Figure 8 uses multiple segments due to large forward motion of the
camera, while Figure 11 uses multiple segments due to the subject
backtracking in her path, first travelling left to right and then right
to left.

Zoom lines. Changes in focal length (zooms) are denoted by concentric sets of frame lines, using 2D arrows to indicate the direction of zoom (see Figure 3). The frame lines are typically unbroken
(even if they intersect important details of the image), but the arrow
heads and tails may be offset from the corners of the frames in order
to improve legibility.

Motion arrows. Storyboard artists often augment the subjects of
the frames with 3D arrows that roughly follow the path of motion of
the camera or subject. These arrows are usually rendered as if they
were solid or semi-transparent objects in the scene itself, using different line styles or shading to distinguish the motion paths of different subjects. Motion arrows provide a more definitive sense of direction of motion than speedlines, motion blur, or some of the other
mechanisms previously discussed. Furthermore, they can describe
additional degrees of freedom, having both thickness and “twist”
that may vary over the length of the arrow. See Figure 2 for a few of
the many styles of motion arrows in storyboards. Many storyboards
observe the following conventions for motion-arrow depiction:

Depth ordering. The subjects depicted in extended frames are
composed in depth order, with closer subjects appearing in front
of more distant subjects, regardless of temporal ordering. Motion
arrows are also rendered in depth order, unless they would be too
heavily obscured by closer objects. The background of the storyboard is depicted as a continuous scene, hiding changes in perspective in featureless areas or along architectural boundaries.
Sketch style. Storyboards are typically rendered by hand using
pencil or charcoal. These are often rendered quickly without significant detail, texture, or shading. Often the dominant subject is rendered in the most detail, with static background objects rendered
more loosely.

Figure 4 Top: extended frame layout with rotations. Bottom: extended frame
layout with no rotations. The rotationless composition has poorer alignment
but gives a more accurate impression of the camera motion.
Figure 3 Zoom lines and dolly arrows. Storyboards illustrating changes in
focal length (top) and camera motion (bottom). Credit: Peter Rubin.
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Computer-generated schematic storyboards

Generating storyboards automatically is a broad challenge, entailing difficult problems in computer vision, non-photorealistic rendering, visualization, and even activity and emotion recognition. As
a step towards solving this problem, we first propose the following
conceptual pipeline:
• Tracking: Determine the motion of the camera and subject.
• Segmentation: Classify pixels as belonging to a rigid background
or moving subject.
• Keyframe selection: Determine frames to appear in the composition.
• Extended frame layout: Arrange the frames into one or more extended frame segments.
• Annotation layout: Determine the placement of arrows and zoom
lines.
• Compositing: Combine the elements in a plausible depth ordering.
• Sketch rendering: Optionally output the results in a nonphotorealistic style.
In this work we largely limit our scope to the latter four items of
this pipeline, that of arranging and rendering storyboard elements
in a clear and appealing composition that effectively communicates
camera and subject motion. We identify and address the following
challenges:
• Frame alignment. In a storyboard extended frame, we must create a continuous composition from multiple frames in which the
center of projection varies. This is related to panoramic mosaics
and multiperspective imaging, with the additional constraint that
the final composition may not rotate the images with respect to
the page or screen. However, since our goal is expressiveness, not
realism, we may permit some distortion of objects in the scene.
• 3D annotations with unknown camera. We must introduce 3D annotations with incomplete 3D information. The challenge here is
determining the salient elements of motion; note that even when
the camera is calibrated, it is not straightforward to determine the
3D trajectory of all the moving, deforming objects in the scene.
• Maximize visual clarity. We seek to lay out elements and render them in styles that maximize the visibility and clarity of the
presentation.
Finally, we point out that while a human storyboard artist can use
arbitrary visual elements to improve a composition, our system is

constrained to represent images and motions that actually appeared
in the input video.
In Section 5, we discuss in detail the algorithms employed to meet
these goals.

5

System overview

Our system is broken into the following stages, which are performed in sequence: keyframe selection, feature tracking and labelling, extended frame layout, compositing, sketch rendering, and
annotation layout. The algorithms for each stage are described in
detail in subsections that follow.
Our system considers all objects in the scene to belong to either the
background (rigid, possibly viewed from a moving camera), or a
single subject. The case of multiple subjects is a natural extension
of our framework.
5.1

Tracking and keyframe selection

In our prototype system, keyframe selection and feature tracking
and labelling are performed manually: The user first chooses the
frames to be included in the composition. Then she identifies corresponding points that appear in multiple frames. To assist in the
segmentation phase, she also labels each such feature as belonging
to a subject (moving) or background (static) object. Relatively few
points are needed (about a dozen per frame). For each of the results presented in this paper, the time required for user input was
approximately 5 to 10 minutes.
5.2

Extended frame layout

We first solve for an alignment of all keyframes in a single coordinate system. That is, we find transformations Mi for each
keyframe i, such that the features are nearly aligned, under the
constraint that Mi is comprised of a uniform scale and translation
si x + ti . Rotations are intentionally omitted from this transformation. Figure 4 shows the difference between a composition using
rotations and a composition without rotations. Note that although
the composition with rotations has better geometric alignment between features, it gives an impression that the camera is rolling with
respect to the horizon, even though the camera is held at a constant
orientation with respect to the horizon. The composition without rotations has poorer alignment, but it gives a more correct impression
of the camera motion.
Consider a single pair of frames i and j, with n background features.
Let us denote the location of feature k in these frames as fik and f jk .
The obvious approach is to solve for the least-squares transformation between the sets of points fi = {fik ∀k} and f j = {f jk ∀k} using

only uniform scale and translation, but this can produce degenerate solutions. Consider for example the case in which two points
undergo a ninety-degree rotation with respect to the camera, appearing on a horizontal line in one frame and a vertical line in the
next; the best scale between these frames in the least-squares sense
is 0, even if the distance between the points is unchanged.
An alternate approach is to find correspondences with rotations,
then “undo” the rotations. Our approach is a modification of a
method due to Horn [1988] and refined by Umeyama [1991], in
which we have substituted the optimal rotation R with the identity
matrix. Indeed, when there is no rotation between the two sets of
feature points, this transformation is the optimal least-squares uniform scale and translation between the points.
Specifically, we compute the centroids and standard deviations of
the features in each frame in the standard way:
f̄i =

∑ fik /n

(1)

k

σi =

∑ kfik − f̄i k2 /n

(2)

k

Then the relative scale between frames i and j is computed as the
ratio of the standard deviations of the feature positions, and the relative translation is computed as the difference of scaled centroids:
si→ j = σ j /σi

(3)

ti→ j = f̄ j − sf̄i

(4)

We denote this transformation Mi→ j . (Note that all features are not
visible in all frames, so for each pair of frames we recompute f̄ and
σ using the subset of feature points visible in both frames.)
After computing the transformations between temporally adjacent
pairs of frames, we assign each frame a transformation Mi in a
global extended frame coordinate system. The first frame is arbitrarily assigned to lie at the origin with a scale of 1, and each successive frame is transformed by appending the transformation from
the previous frame:
M0 = I
Mi = M(i−1)→i ◦ Mi−1

(5)
(6)

This placement is not globally optimal, since small errors between
pairs of frames may accumulate over the length of a sequence. But
we have found these errors to be acceptable as long as temporally
distant frames do not overlap — that is, as long as the camera does
not pass over the same background multiple times.
As noted in Section 3, a single extended frame composition is not
always the optimal representation for a given shot. We therefore
split a shot into multiple segments as needed to handle both large
changes in scale, and self-intersecting trajectories of the subject.
Each segment is represented as a single extended frame.
Our system provides several tests to determine how to break a shot
into segments. One is a scale test that determines if the scale ratio
between the largest and smallest frame in a segment is greater than
a threshold Ts . The second is an overlap test that determines if the
subject’s path will cross over itself. The overlap test sweeps out the
path of the subject in the extended frame coordinate system, failing when the percentage of pixels overlapping between successive
intervals of the path is greater than a threshold To . For all results
shown in this paper, we used the constant thresholds Ts = 1.5 and
To = .25.
Our system employs a greedy algorithm, accumulating successive
frames into a segment until one of the above tests fails, at which
point the current frame becomes the first frame of a new segment.
In addition, a failure of the overlap test often indicates an extremum

of subject motion. Therefore, the system duplicates the last frame
of the previous segment as the first frame of the new segment, so
that both segments visually represent a time interval including the
extremum.
When all the segments have been computed, the segments are
rescaled so that the first frame j of each segment has scale s j = 1.
In a typical storyboard, separate extended frame segments are laid
out left to right and top to bottom. Our segment layout approach
adopts the spirit of extended frame layout: we offset each segment
either to the right of or below the previous segment, choosing the
offset direction that is closer to the direction of camera movement.
This avoids segment layouts in which the segment layout and extended frame layout proceed in opposite directions.
5.3 Segmentation and compositing
We composite the extended layout before adding other 3D annotations such as arrows.
When assembling our storyboard composite, we must balance competing goals. Where regions of background overlap, we would like
to create a seamless composite, as in a panoramic mosaic. Where
regions of subject and background overlap, we would like to ensure
that the subject appear in the final composite. Finally, where multiple subject overlap, we would like them to appear in the proper
depth priority, with closer subjects occluding more distant ones.
We treat compositing as a labelling problem, in which the label assigned to a pixel determines the frame from which we draw the
color of that pixel. Our system first computes mattes for the subjects using the GrabCut matting algorithm [Rother et al. 2004],
initialized using the bounding boxes of the subject feature points.
These mattes are then transformed into the extended frame coordinate system, where they are used as hard constraints for a second graph cut optimization, using the Photomontage approach of
Agarwala et al. [2004] to determine the locations of seams between
frames. Where multiple mattes overlap, we define a depth ordering
of the frames using the relative 2D size of the subject to indicate
its distance to the camera. Note that this approximation for depth
ordering is not generally a valid one: for example, a car viewed
from the side appears smaller than when viewed at the same distance from the front. However, we have found that it works well in
practice.
5.4 Sketch rendering
For some applications, this literal composite of the input frames
is the ideal representation of the video content. However, we also
provide a non-photorealistic (NPR) filter that can be applied to
the composite before annotations are added, giving the image an
appearance similar to a hand-drawn sketch (see Figures 10 and
11). Our NPR filter “inks” high-contrast edges using a thresholded
gradient-magnitude image, and shades the background using a combination of color transformations and image masks. This representation improves the visibility of arrows and other notations under a
wide variety of image contents. Since it abstracts the contents of the
images, it may also be used in applications for which the animatic
video content may be a proxy for the final footage. For example, in
animation preproduction, two types of rough cuts provide an early
guide to the dynamics of a scene: a “rip-o-matic” is a cut composed
of footage from other films, and an “animatic” is a cut composed
using very rough models and animation.
5.5 Annotation layout: camera motion
Camera motion within a segment is annotated using an outline of
the first frame boundary and arrows leading from the corners of
this outline to the corners of the boundary of the last frame of the
segment. For translational motions, only two outermost arrows are
drawn, so that the internal arrows do not cross over the center of the
frame.
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Figure 5 The ten degrees of freedom of a straight 3D arrow.
Figure 6 A motion arrow for an approaching figure.

5.6

Annotation layout: subject motion

We annotate subject motion using 3D curved arrows, composited
atop the extended frame. Such arrows have many degrees of freedom. Even a straight arrow with no curvature or varying twist has
ten geometric degrees of freedom: three each for starting and ending position, two for breadth and thickness, and one for twist angle.
In addition, each arrow could be rendered using a different amount
of foreshortening, determined by the camera’s focal length. (See
Figure 5.)
To simplify, in our current system we choose a single 3D coordinate
system and camera projection for all motion arrows, with the eye
point E at the origin, the negative z-axis pointing into the page, and
a user-selected focal length.
We create a separate arrow for each frame range in a segment in
which the subject is continuously visible. The arrows are placed using 3D non-uniform B-splines, with control vertices constrained by
the locations of the 2D subject features. However, we do not generally have enough information about the scene to compute true threedimensional locations of the features. Furthermore, our keyframes
do not share a common 3D coordinate system. Therefore we employ a pseudo-3D estimation using the 2D distributions of the subject features in the extended frame coordinate system.
First, the 2D centroids f̄ and standard deviations σ of the subject
features in each frame are computed in the global extended frame
coordinate system. We assume that the dominant changes in size
of the subject are due to motion towards or away from the camera.
We use the standard deviation of the subject feature points as an
estimate of the size of the subject in each frame. If we know the
distance to the subject in one frame, we can estimate its distance in
any other frame using similar triangles: d j /di = σi /σ j . Therefore,
we need only to provide the distance to the subject in a single frame.
We assume the subject is at its closest in the frame with the largest
standard deviation, imin = argmaxi σi . The distance dimin of the subject at this closest frame is specified as a system constant. (This
constant affects only the scale of the reconstructed scene along the
z-axis, and therefore does not affect the final rendering, modulo numerical precision. We used dimin = 500 pixels for all our results.)
The subject centers are approximated as the point along the ray
from the camera through the feature centroid f̄i at distance di .
These estimated 3D points form the control vertices of a cubic nonuniform B-spline, using multiple end knots in order to interpolate
the starting and ending position. For splines with fewer than 4 control vertices, the spline degree is reduced accordingly.
The resulting 3D spline forms the backbone of the 3D arrow. In order to align the arrow geometry to this backbone, we also construct
a coordinate frame at each point along the spline. As described in
Section 3, a twisting arrow signifies a subject rotating around its
velocity vector, and since this is an uncommon case, we presently
generate arrows that do not twist along their length. Our system
determines these coordinate frames as follows: Given the 3D point

(a)

(b)

Figure 7 (a) Storyboard notation for a zoom in (increasing focal length). (b)
Storyboard notation for a dolly in (camera traveling forward).

PH and tangent TH at the head of the arrow, we compute a perpendicular vector UH = TH × (E − PH ), where E is the center of
projection. This vector is used to construct the normal vector everywhere along the arrow: Nt = UH × (E − Pt ). (Degeneracies of these
cross products are rare, but can be handled as special cases.)
Finally, the arrow endpoints are offset from the subject positions
along the spline by a small amount to improve visibility of the subjects.
The width w and thickness h of the arrows (i.e., the dimension
along which the arrowhead flares, and the perpendicular dimension)
are set to be linearly proportional to the standard deviation of the
features at the closest frame:
w = ασimin
h = β σimin
For all results shown in this paper, we used α = 0.5 and β = 0.125.
Figure 6 shows an arrow constructed by our system for an approaching figure.
5.7 Inter-segment motion annotations
A shot may be split into multiple extended frame segments, either
because of widely varying scales across the shot, or because of overlapping motion of the subject. For both types of segment transitions,
our system renders small arrows labelled “CONT.” to indicate continuity between these segments.
Scale changes between segments can occur either because of motion into or out of the image plane (known to cinematographers and
camera operators as a dolly), or because of a change in focal length
(known as a zoom). At present we do not detect the difference between these camera operations, but allow the user to choose the
appropriate annotations for each scale change.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 8 Source frames (a) and GrabCut mattes (b) for the “Running Boy” shot. The mattes are not very accurate, but we can still use them to produce the
storyboard shown in Figure 9. Note that the mattes only need to be precise where the subjects overlap, as in this portion of the composite (c).

Scale changes due to zoom are annotated using zoom lines. Consider two adjacent frames i and i + 1 that have been placed in successive segments A and B. To represent a zoom-in between A and B,
the system draws the outline of frames i and i + 1 in the coordinate
frame of i. The transformation between the two outlines is simply
Mi→(i+1) . For a zoom-out, the procedure is similar, but this time
the system draws the outlines atop frame i + 1, using the transformation M(i+1)→i = M−1
. Finally, the corresponding corners of
i→(i+1)
the frame outlines are connected using 2D arrows (see Figure 7(a)).
Our system denotes scale changes due to dollying using 3D arrows
at both left and right sides of a frame. For camera motion into the
plane of the image (forward motion), receding arrows are drawn on
frame i + 1 in segment B. For camera motion out of the plane of the
image (backward motion), approaching arrows are drawn on frame i
in segment A. The placement of these arrows is such that either the
tail of the arrow touches the earlier frame or the head of the arrow
touches the later frame, always pointing “forwards” in time across
the transition (see Figure 7(b)).

6

Results

In previous sections we have shown a few preliminary results from
our system. In this section we provide several more illustrating the
range of our system. A few additional results are shown in our supplementary video.
The “Running Boy” sequence is a 20-second home video taken using a hand-held digital camera at 320 × 240 resolution, 15 frames
per second, heavily compressed with MPEG-4. Figure 8(a) shows
the 8 user-selected key frames, and Figure 8(b) shows the mattes produced automatically using GrabCut. About a dozen feature
points were manually selected in each of the key frames and labeled as subject or background. Although the mattes automatically
produced by the GrabCut algorithm are low quality, often cutting
out large sections of the subject’s body, they are sufficient to seed
the graph-cut composite. The final schematic storyboard, with 3D
subject and camera arrows overlaid atop the composite, is shown in
Figure 9.
Figures 10 and 11 show two non-photorealistic examples. In Figure 11 the system has broken this scene into two extended frame
segments (connected with a “CONT.” arrow) since the subject
crosses over her own path in the latter half of the shot.
Additional examples are shown in Figure 12. These shots were all
extracted from the film, Charade, digitized at 320 × 240 resolution
and 30 frames per second. Users spent 5–10 minutes on each storyboard, whereas the sketches on the right of Figure 12 took a professional storyboard artist 10–30 minutes each to complete, using
Corel Painter and Photoshop.
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Video browsing and editing

One particularly compelling application for schematic storyboards
is a clip interface for use in nonlinear video editing software. Such
software is now widely available and affordable for consumers. But
two of nonlinear video editing’s fundamental interface paradigms
– representing shots using a single key frame and temporal search

Figure 9 The complete schematic storyboard produced from the frames in Figure 8.

using a timeline – have remained nearly unchanged since the earliest professional nonlinear editing systems were created a quartercentury ago [Rubin 2005]. Schematic storyboards enable an alternative to the timeline or jog/shuttle dial as a graphical interface for
“scrubbing” through the time axis of a video clip.
We have developed an intuitive interaction paradigm for rapidly selecting moments in a video clip that leverages the spatial relationships and representation of motion offered by storyboards. Clicking
on any point in the storyboard with the mouse displays a specific
frame in the video, and dragging the mouse with the mouse button depressed results in a continuous playback either forwards or
backwards in time. Different parts of the storyboard invoke different actions:
Motion arrows. Clicking or dragging on a subject motion arrow
retrieves a frame of the video when the subject appeared at that position of the arrow. Thus, dragging towards the head of an arrow
moves forward in time, while dragging towards its tail moves backwards in time.
Background pixels. Clicking or dragging on a pixel not on a motion arrow retrieves the frame of the video in which the selected
pixel is closest to the center of frame. Thus dragging the mouse left
or right across a pan storyboard gives the impression of dragging
the camera itself left or right.
When rendering the storyboard, our system pre-renders selection
buffers for these different regions and the associated temporal transformations so that the retrieval of the selected frame occurs at interactive rates.

ing seams along architectural [Zelnik-Manor et al. 2005] or subject/background boundaries, or applying small amounts of distortion to the images in order to improve their alignment [Jia and Tang
2005].
Our system provides a non-photorealistic filter, but we believe these
results can be improved by taking advantage of motion cues to render differently moving regions in different styles. In any event, the
image quality of our storyboards is presently limited by that of the
input video, but an alternate avenue for improvement is to utilize
other image sources – such as still photos or hand sketches – to
replace the degraded video frames.

Figure 10 Four frames from the “telephone” sequence, and a schematic storyboard composed using these frames.

Our prototype implementation could be improved by adding support for multiple subjects, depth estimation that is more robust to
changing orientation and occlusions, smoothing of complex arrow
paths, and more intelligent layout avoiding overlapping annotations. We believe most of these extensions are reltaively straightforward.
In principle, schematic storyboards could also be extended as adaptive entities that change their appearance depending on context or
size. For example, when surveying a large number of storyboards
for editing purposes, the storyboards might be better visualized by
using a more abstract rendering emphasizing one or two frames
with simplified color schemes and 2D motion arrows.
Since it is based predominantly on existing storyboard iconography,
our system shares some of the fundamental limitations of storyboards themselves. For example, storyboards do not use a standard
indication for the duration of a shot or the speed of a motion, other
than generic text labels such as “fast” or “slow” or the duration in
seconds or frames. Furthermore, long and complex shots may be
split into many segments, with confusing annotations and a spatial
layout that may waste screen space.

Figure 11 Four frames from the “walkleftright” sequence, and a schematic
storyboard composed using these frames.

We have prototyped a video editing interface using this technique,
enabling the user to select in and out points of a clip and drag them
to a timeline.
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Discussion

We have presented a system for transforming video clips into static
visualizations using the visual language of storyboards. Our contributions include: the introduction of the iconography of storyboards
as a visualization tool for video, the representation of visual motion using 3D arrows without requiring true 3D reconstruction, and
an interactive interface for scrubbing video using the natural spatial
relationships of a storyboard.
We believe that schematic storyboards can provide effective visualizations for presentation in both inherently static print media and
dynamic digital media. In contrast with animated or filmstrip displays, a storyboard depiction allows rapid visual comprehension for
a variety of tasks involving selection, comparison, and manipulation
of motion data.
Schematic storyboards offer many other avenues for further research. Our principal aim is to improve the quality of our results
and bring them closer to the appearance of hand-drawn storyboards. Although we believe our image layout approach is satisfactory for visualization purposes, additional manual or automated
methods could be applied to eliminate remaining artifacts. For example, the segmentation process can be improved by using layered representations such as that proposed by Kumar et al. [2005].
We can also hide changes of perspective or parallax by encourag-

In spite of these issues, we believe that a wide range of tasks involving video can benefit from the concise summary of motion
afforded by schematic storyboards. In a few instances, automated
storyboard generation could replace illustrations presently drawn
by hand. For instance, textbooks on film studies already use production storyboards to illustrate film techniques [Katz 1991], and
where the original storyboards are unavailable, they may be reproduced by hand [Hart 1999]. Similarly, instruction manuals typically
contain illustrations of a physical process that must clearly represent the assembly of an object or the operation of a device. Storyboards can be especially useful for tasks in which multiple videos
must be viewed, compared, and selected, such as logging and indexing of stock footage galleries.
Although the level of expertise required to create a storyboard using our system is much lower than that of a professional storyboard
artist, some user effort is still required. Therefore, our system is
less well-suited to situations in which the video or storyboard is
only viewed once or twice, such as the initial “assembly” stage of
editing documentary footage, in which large volumes of data must
be screened and culled to select shots that will be used in the first
cut [Sangster 2005], or surveillance, in which the majority of acquired video has little or no value. However, fully automating our
system could enable its use for these applications and also at the
consumer level, for applications ranging from Internet video search
to home video editing.
Some of the tasks performed by the user in our system may be easily
automatable for certain types of input, but many real-world videos
contain rapidly moving objects with motion blur, occlusions, and
severe compression artifacts that can confound tracking algorithms.
Nonetheless, we believe that future progress in computer vision will
enable robust, fully automated approaches for creating schematic
storyboards from video.
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